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Modern-day

Renaissance Woman

Fallbrook sculptor and inventor Julia S. Rasor fuses together
art, science and entrepreneurship

by Sandra
Shrader

Betrayed
and Idle Hands
of Industry
[far right] by
Julia S. Rasor.

Julia S. Rasor always gets a little embarrassed when
her friends sometimes teasingly call her “da Vinci.”
A tall blonde with an exuberant smile, spiky hair and
a firm handshake, she is the first to laugh off any
comparison to Leonardo da Vinci, that unrivaled
Renaissance master who proved that science and
art were not mutually exclusive. But with Rasor’s
lengthy and prestigious scientific career in the
medical device industry and her highly respected reputation as a representational and abstract
figurative sculptor, there is some truth to what
her friends say.
“After so many years of being involved with
the creation of medical devices, from the scientific research end of that business to the upper management
of it, I suppose that my decision to become a sculptor probably does look kind of strange,” said Rasor at her home and studio located in the hills
north of Fallbrook.
“But when I started out, in what was
eventually to be a thirty-year career
in medical device invention and entrepreneurship, I had decided to be a
scientific illustrator and I took classes
in anatomy and physiology,” she said,
adding that as a teenager she drew an illustration of a surgeon operating with remote surgery device to accompany an article written by her physicist father for a

scientific journal. “So wanting to create art was a dream
that never really disappeared for me.”
Beginning in the 1970s, Rasor obtained a master’s
degree in Physiology at the University of California at
Davis, and she worked as a research associate and technical consultant for numerous medical businesses in the
San Francisco Bay Area. She continued to add to her resume with promotions as senior scientist and medical
device consultant through the early 1980s, and in 1983
Rasor founded Rasor Consulting Group, a medical device consulting business. She also earned a professional
certificate in engineering management from the University of San Diego at California during that decade.
In subsequent years, Rasor not only continued to operate Rasor Consulting Group at various intervals up to
the present, she also founded and was president/CEO/
inventor of CAPNIA, Inc., a Los Gatos-based medical
device company traded on the NASDAQ that currently
markets a monitor that accurately measures carbon
monoxide in the exhaled breaths of newborns in order
to identify and manage jaundice. CAPNIA also mar-
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kets a handheld device designed to provide quick
Rasor produced countless more figurative sculptures
relief to migraine and allergy symptoms.
and became accomplished enough to no longer need to
From 2005-2006, Rasor served as vice-president
use models, and, later, photographs to guide her work.
for Broncus Technologies, Inc. in Mountain View. The
Ultimately, as the artist became more skilled, it was her
firm offers medical technology to diagnose and treat lung
own ideas and thoughts which took form in her evocadisease.
tive, poignant and sometimes unsettling representationBut in 2008, an economic recession devastated the
al (recognizable) and abstract figures.
medical device business, and Rasor began to consider a
But when the kiln she was using became unavailable,
return to her youthful dream of being an artist.
Rasor was again forced to rethink how she wanted to
“Business in the medical device industry just dried
use other kinds of mediums to create her emotionally
up,” she recalled, “and it was then that I decided to start
infused sculptures.
working in sculpture as a way to emotionally deal with
“All I knew was that I wanted to keep sculpting, and
financial downturn and with no longer being at the apex
ceramics were out,” Rasor said, “so I went to Home Depot
of my career.”
and bought steel, mesh, wire and concrete. And I began
All those years of “thinking in 3D to invent and conusing those materials, along with construction debris like
FractAlien
figure medical devices for the human body” gave Rasor,
rusty nails or copper wiring or wood pieces that I found
Agglomeration
who actually worked with cadavers during her educaon my property. “
Courtesy Photo
tion, a wealth of anatomical knowledge for creating figuCombining all those “industrial” materials has resulted
in abstract human sculptures that are studies in contrast between
rative art, she said.
“I started in figurative sculpture using clay in 2009 when a girl- dynamic, edgy energy and ethereal grace. The small flat sections
friend invited me to join her and a small group of sculptors in Palo of open weave steel mesh are layered upon each other in the way
Alto,” Rasor recalled, smiling about the memory of creating her that human skin itself has layers, but adds a “see-through effect
that accentuates emotion and movement,” said Rasor.
first sculpture from a bag of clay and sculpting tools.
Use of the materials also makes it possible for the award-win“I was as surprised as anybody when the other members of the
group were impressed enough to tell me that my sculpture was ning artist to create and transport large sculptures, she added, goquite realistic and that it showed a great depth of human emotion!” ing on to say that her work has been exhibited at several locations
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including the Brandon
Gallery in Fallbrook, the
Fallbrook Art Center, the
San Diego Sculptors Guild,
the Oceanside Museum of
Art and the La Jolla Art Association Gallery. Three of
Rasor’s large sculptures are
currently on display at the
San Diego Botanic Gardens
in Encinitas, and a fourth
one was just accepted for
[Left] The Accuser and [Right] The Accused.
the 2016-17 exhibition.
Along with her new-found passion for sculpture, the spirit of
entrepreneurship still keeps Rasor busy launching new enterprises. Recently she was the founding CEO and now Chairman of
the Board for Entrovita, Inc., a company that is developing a new
airway device (an instrument used in situations when a patient’s
airway is blocked or at risk of being obstructed.) Entrovita’s airway device will improve ease of insertion and decrease trauma
for patients, according to Rasor.
And in a brand-new business direction, Rasor has set up the
San Diego Artist Retreat at her 4-acre mountaintop avocado ranch
and art studio in Fallbrook.
“I saw a need for a place where artists could go to clear out
the clutter of everyday life, where they could get in touch with

nature,” she said, gazing
out at the ebb and flow of
clouds sweeping through
the ravines below her
property.
Rasor bought the sprawling
mid-century-style
house in January, 2015, but,
despite the fact that it was
designed by famed architect Al Boeke (known for
integrating house designs
Courtesy photos with surrounding environments), the place had been empty for a number of years and needed substantial repairs.
The fact that there were holes in the roof and critters inhabiting
the rooms didn’t matter to the forward-thinking Rasor, who set
about getting property renovations in motion.
“I love it that this place can offer artists the solitude and exposure to nature that they need,” she said, adding that she plans to
include workshops, retreats and residencies at the San Diego Artist
Retreat. “And the retreat will be available for writers, poets and
musicians as well.”
However, much to Rasor’s delight, her ranch is only a few minutes away from downtown Fallbrook, and she soon became introduced to the community of artists who live in the area. In February,
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Diane Hartcorn
Rasor taught a sculpture workshop at
the Fallbrook School of the Arts.
Like the artist-engineer-scientifically-curious Leonardo da Vinci who,
even in his own time, became hailed
as the first “Renaissance Man,” Rasor
agrees that one basic tenet is constant
no matter how many fields of interest
one becomes accomplished in.
“There are no failures in science,” Rasor
said. “Every time is an experiment, a time
to try new approaches and to test limits.
And that’s just the way it goes with art too.”
For more information about Julia S. Rasor and the
San Diego Artist Retreat, visit: www.rasorssculptures.
com/home.php; to see a video of Julia S. Rasor in
her studio, visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=
olt_7gXdM3M&feature=youtu.be.
Sculpture titled “FractAlien Rescue” created
by Julia S. Rasor.
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“Constantly
educating herself on
new hair techniques,
cuts, colorings, and
treatments, Diane
can work to give
clients the best look
for their hair type,
personality, and
lifestyle.
Diane Hartcorn

H

aving great hair is nearly impossible without the help
of a great stylist. It takes time, effort and an eye for
technique to have the best haircut. Diane Hartcorn is able
to provide the best services for her clients, leaving them
confident and proud with their hairstyle.
Constantly educating herself on new hair techniques, cuts,
colorings, and treatments, Diane can work to give clients
the best look for their hair type, personality, and lifestyle.
Individuals with curly hair can have great style with Diane’s
help – she is a certified DevaCurl stylist, and can help any
curly girl master her unruly locks.
“Curly hair has to be treated in a completely different
method, and I was trained in that,” said Diane, who has
traveled as far as New Orleans and Los Angeles for training
on new treatments for her clients.
Located at Salon de l’art Nouveau, Diane has developed a
loyal customer base – she even has one customer she’s been
styling for 51 years. With this type of loyalty from customers,
individuals looking for a new stylist can feel confident that
Diane will not lead them astray. Customers are able to trust
in Diane because she is not only a stylist, she is an expert
in her field who has worked in several salons and has even
owned her own business.
When seeing Diane for hair care, one doesn’t have to
find another stylist for hair coloring, as she is a certified
Schwarzkopf color hair specialist, as well. Diane will carefully
perform every new treatment, from ombre and balayage to
vibrant all-over dye jobs on clients. Even those who need
corrective coloring and hair repair can rely on Diane’s years
of experience to give them the best look possible.
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